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2017-03-08T15:42:11-06:00A woe that talks! The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe of Nostalgia... on 2017-03-08T15:51:11-06:00I knew that the master boo was a ban-lu moment when he started whining about his tired bones.... Blizzard sure likes these shocking shows about op historical figures disguising
themselves as old fragile pandaren in a lame attempt to teach player characters humility. First it was emperor shaohao, and now it is. Would they like to have done something a little more original:/ on 2017-03-08T15:58:38-06:00A collector of grief, I must say that I am a little disappointed that the monk get only one mountain and in one
color while the other classes have three different mounts ... The mountain is really beautiful tho ' ! And that actually says! :D Gives 3 mounts for other classes count as No.3 mounts for 300 mounts achievement? Because it would be so unfair to :( for 2017-03-08T16:26:17-06:00 ironically based on the only style that grief. /sighOh good - it
looks very neat and it sounds pretty fun what it will say. :) on 2017-03-08T16:27:08-06:00As of the mountain collector, I must say that I am a little disappointed that the monk get only one mountain and in one color while the other classes have three different mounts ... The mountain is really beautiful tho ' ! And that actually says! :D Gives 3
mounts for other classes count as No.3 mounts for 300 mounts achievement? Because it would be so :( As a monk in chief, I am also disappointed with the indescribable recolors, but whatever. Monk knowledge has been copied by the Vasky for the Legion, so why start giving monks equal treatment with this extension? As for the
mounting count, I think some of the mounts change in the specs, so those probably only count as one, while the extra purchased mounts are definitely all count. I'm an altaholic, so in time I'll get all the cool fixings. Should keep me busy. On 2017-03-08T17:46:51-06:00OH MY GOD Hide the helmet on Ban'lu now before my eyes
explodeWhich the artist thinks that some strange semi-Asian inspired shingles on the roof look good on a helmet for a tiger. Remove the PLEASE blizzard O_O 2017-03-08T20:53:40-06:00A nostalgic panda tour, it's convenient. on 2017-03-08T21:16:27-06:00 I see a lot of comments dissing on the artistic style of this mountain ... I think it's
beautiful! I'd like to see some of you come up with mounts constantly that distinguish from each other the grief in the game and style it after fantasy classes to boot for 2017-03-09T00:02:22-06:00As of the mount collector, I must say that I am a little disappointed that the monk get only one mountain and in one color while the other classes
have three different classes ... Demon Hunter says: Hi! For 2017-03-09T00:38:45-06:00 I did not know Ban-Lu was one of The Children of Xieen. I think I learned something new today. for 2017-03-09T00:43:50-06:00OH MY GOD Hide the Helmet on Ban'lu now qlt;looks/gt; my eyes explode that the artist thinks that some strange semi-
Asian inspired roof tiles look good on a tiger helmet. Remove the PLEASE blizzard O_OMount transmog and show/hide the steering wheel will be a fun idea! on 2017-03-09T01:51:41-06:00Hello, Any idea of when class mounts will be used on the PTR dressing room? Right now, on PTR dressing, I only see a link with the names of various
mounts (the one that redirects you to the mountain page), but no preview of the photos that you can click on their selection. They look awesome when browsing in 3D BTW, but I would also try on some xmog and possible clipping problems with them. Thank you. 2017-03-09T03:08:03-06:00Shado-Pan is written incorrectly in the manual.
They are not called Shadowpan. In 2017-03-09T06:02:36-06:00 The color palette was developed in collaboration with the inventor of LSD. 2017-03-09T09:32:28-06:00Yea. My MAIN is a monk and I like grief but very annoying others get a few color options. I'd really like to be able to turn off this shitty shinglech on the roof of the mohawk
by looking at my head. Very distracting to look at this. Can we make the mountain look like Pet? That would be COOL MOUNT. in 2017-03-09T15:58:07-06:00 The helmet on the tiger should never be removed! Nver! 2017-03-10T07:06:15-06:00It's not like that. No color dupes count. for 2017-06-14T02:19:06-05:00I am also a little
disappointed in the monastic mountain. It's a good grief for something like a timewalking award or a dungeon fall, but as a monk-grade mountain, it doesn't really stand out. I've got 6 grade mounts so far and Ban-Lu is the only one that doesn't have any color variations or special animations. It looks like a basic flying tiger without wings. I
understand what he's saying, but I really don't care that, especially since the first words from his mouth asked me to dismiss the mana buns :( on 2017-07-17T07:01:07-05:00It says you should be elevated with legionfall armies... It's not true. I am currently revered 5,636/21,000, and I have a Master Who? Quest. I was able to get it as soon
as I finished the full 15 chapters of Broken Isles story progression. on 2017-07-31T13:59:28-05:00A collector of grief, I must say that I am a little disappointed that the monk get only one mount and in one color while the other classes have three different mounts ... The demon hunter says: Hi! The druid class does not change either. There
are color variations by race, but since my race doesn't change, my mountain stays the same. Adkir o Wowhead Premium Gost do nosso conte'do? Ke tal Virar Umm Usuario Premium do Wowhead para nos apoiar? Tela de Umm Usuario Premium Nu Possui an'ncios, Alem de Varias outras vantagens! Simplesmente procure por sua
captura de tela usando o formul'rio abaixo. containing elements да IU Сан-Геральменте denied instantly, о месмо applying пара скриншоты делать our our de modlos y da Body de Celeniao de character. Kwito Major qualidade, melkhor! Por favors nossas Diretrizes de Screenshots ante de enviar uma! Simplesmente escreva URL do
v'deo da form abaixo. Community General Discussions I am trying to get a Legion mountain class for my monk who is now 120. I flew in the legion, and finished the monastic trek. There are no quests in the monks' class hall. I read somewhere you need to unlock the broken shore. Hadgar sits in a purple citadel with no quests. He's not on
a landing in Krasus. I flew to the broken shore and no quests there. Are there any other requirements that I miss? I reboot my computer nothing gets me a quest. Assuming I remember correctly, you go to the broken shore and get a quest there assuming you've done everything in your orderhall (got all the followers, did all the quests, etc.)
3 likes Anacrussys: I'm trying to get a Legion class of grief for my monk who is now 120. I flew in the legion, and finished the monastic trek. There are no quests in the monks' class hall. I read somewhere you need to unlock the broken shore. Wowhead Preliminary Patch 7.2 Monk Class Mountain, Ban-Lu, companion grandmaster who
speaks to you! Awarded from quests after Pathfinder. I thought I had finished it all on my monk do you have the achievement of Breaking the Tomb? It will only pop then, I missed the step. 2 Loves Yes, I finished Breaking the Tomb at 6/6/17. Twice checked any quests on the broken bank, flew there again. And you went to the village of
MOP Morning Breeze? It does not appear in Dahl If you have Tomb Breaking, you must have a quest in your order hall. I'd triple the check and look at the guide to see which npc give what quests are. The guide says the class grief quest begins with Master Who? in the classroom, but first you have to get a quest from Yiska on the broken
bank. She's not there. Im so disappointed with the steepest grief and I can't get it. I've never had a cat woe and always wanted one too. Check out one of the completed quest trackers, or give us a name/kingdom so someone can check your search progress. ... otherwise, everyone is just making random guesses. Looking for a monk grief
on this character. Do you have a Master Who quest? BTW quests are your best friend for that. 1 As No. I think the guide says you get it from Yiska on the broken bank, but shes not there. No quests. Wowhead How to Complete Class Hall Campaign quests for special artefact performances, class hall transmog set, titles, and more. If you
hit the Monk on the left side, he literally destroys all quests. I wish I thought I remembered more, but it's been over a year since I did it. edit: I remember it was a PIA though, it was a lot of running around compared to others. WoW has no quests in the classroom. I ran around the class, no quests. No. as I know, you can no longer get the
class hall mounts. Blizz said it was cut off at the end of the Legion, so many including I raced to complete the quests and got a mountain hall class over the skin of our teeth. I would try the ticket personally, there could be a programming error. You've completed your class hall quests right? Oh man's comments are awesome, is there a
quest showing for you on the magician's tower area? There is a transporter that has reached it. No quests in the area of the magician's tower, sigh. Yes honestly just a ticket, I'd be up for disappointment too. Hildr: As far as I know, you can no longer get the class hall mounts. Blizz said it was cut off at the end of the Legion, so many
including I raced to complete the quests and got a mountain hall class over the skin of our teeth. That's not how you report it. Why just invent something? 11 Loves the next → As part of the United Community Platform project, your wiki has been moved to a new platform. Read more here. From Wowpedia class mounts are unique, special
fastenings are limited to certain classes. They usually come through long quests. History With Classic, only paladins and sorcerers were class mounts, and the Druids possessed a flight shape, with the slow version unlocked at level 20 and the faster version at level 40. The Lich King's wrath added to the death knight, who came with a
ground mount at level 55 and a flying grade mount at level 60. In Cataclysm, the original quest to get paladin and sorcerer mounts, and a faster form of druid flight, have been removed. Now they automatically receive from players of the appropriate level, as well as any other class of ability. Prior to the Cataclysm, paladin used a blue horse
in all Alliance races, and in horde races paladin used a red horse. The Alliance flight form used a purple night elf crow, while the ord's flight form was brown. With the expansion, tauren and draenei paladins got their own mounts instead of using a human horse, and the troll and worgen druids got a unique flight shape instead of using the
night elven. The Legion added a demon hunter who came with his own mountain class and also gave each class a unique mountain in patch 7.2.0. Finally, the battle for Azeroth gave the dwarves and the dark iron dwarves their own paladin mountain. List of class mounts Gallery Official Art Fan Art See also monk class mount guide bfa
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